The Conspiracy Theo
Matthew Dentith is a PhD candidate at the University of Auckland’s Department of Philosophy, writing
his dissertation on conspiracy theories. He gives
papers on his pet subject at academic conferences
both locally and internationally, and gets invited to
give talks around the country. At the end of last year
he got into trouble with the 9/11 Truth Movement
for daring to criticise the work of Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth founder, Richard Gage, which
somewhat showed that the Truth Movement isn’t
so much interested in honest debate but rather
wholesale acceptance of their views.
Matthew, when he isn’t working on writing his
thesis and trying to stop the slide into wholesale
paranoia, teaches critical thinking skills both at the
undergraduate level and in the adult edication sector. He is available either as an entertaining after
dinner speaker or as a drunk at your next shindig.
WHAT IS YOUR THESIS ON?
Well, I’m writing a thesis in the particular subdiscipline of philosophy called “Epistemology,” which,
roughly, is the study of what rational people ought to
believe, given the evidence. My interest is in what kind
of story can we tell to explain not only why our suspicion of conspiracy theories is warranted but also why
that suspicion doesn’t allow us to dismiss conspiracy
theories out of hand. Conspiracies do occur and whilst
it’s very likely that they don’t occur anywhere near as
often as conspiracy theorists think they do, they probably occur more often than skeptics think.
WHY DO PEOPLE BELIEVE IN CONSPIRACY
THEORIES?
Well, that’s a question for a pyschologist (I’m a
philosopher, so my brief is more “What would count
as a rational belief in a given conspiracy theory?”).
Some psychologists think that people form belief that
a conspiracy has occurred because they are paranoid.
However, that can’t be the full story because conspiracies do actually occur and some conspiracy theories
end up being examples of the actual explanation of the
event in question.
The question, I suppose, really is, why do people
believe in conspiracy theories which aren’t true? One
reason might be that we think events in our lives must
have been caused by someone or some group of people. Events have causes and we
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why because they were with Z at the time, and so forth. If
you make vague claims, however, about “them” plotting
towards some unspecific goal (like “world domination”)
it’s hard to falsify those claims. This allows conspiracy
theories to persist in the face of flamewars and trolling,
but often at the cost of telling us anything useful.
HOW OFTEN ARE CONSPIRACY THEORISTS ACTUALLY RIGHT?
Nowhere near as often as they would like you to believe.
Whilst there are some very notable big conspiracy
theories that turned out to be warranted at the time,
like the Dewy Commission on the Moscow Show Trials
of the 1930s and the investigation into Watergate, most
other conspiracy theories end up on the rubbish tip of
History. What makes this interesting, to me at least, is
that they are still able to persist in their own little communities. This could get me into trouble (again) with
the 9/11 Truthers, but despite the fact that the hypothesis that the events of September 11th, 2001 were an
inside job have been discredited time and time again,
certain conspiracy theorists continue to insist that they
are a) right and b) that the evidence that will show this
is just around the corner. There’s a certain logic to this;
if you really believe that there is a massive cover-up
going on in the USA to hide the evidence that 9/11
was an inside job, then that also predicts the lack of
evidence for the conspiracy theory. Conspiracy theories
are inherently unfalsifiable; they predict disinformation, which is the information skeptics use to debunk
the conspiracy theory. This isn’t a fallacious move if you
think there is a conspiracy and the conspirators want
to hide its existence. So, conspiracy theorists continue
to believe in the righteousness of their cause and their
conspiracy theories and claim that history will vindicate them in the end. Still, you might argue that conspiracy theories are examples of what some philosopers
call “degenerating research programmes;” the longer
they go on without a significant “Gotcha!” moment the
less likely it seems they will bear fruit.
WHAT’S THE POTENTIAL FOR HARM WITH CONSPIRACY MOVEMENTS?
Well, you could argue that the presence of such movements can leads to a loss of trust in our public insitutions
and officials (although I don’t know about you, but that
trust is pretty low for me anyway). If you look at the Tea
Party movement in the USA, which is tightly linked to
the conspiracy theory that Barack Obama is a secret
Muslim who isn’t a natural born American citizen, you
have a sub-culture that is not only spreading vicious (and
unfounded) rumours but they are also carrying guns to
public meetings. Call me a pacifist (and a socialist), but
that’s worrying.
There are other side-effects; conspiracy theorists often
feel that they are being unfairly picked on not just by
the conspirators but also the conspirators’ (presumably
unaware) lackeys. Christopher Monckton, a prominent
climate change denier and an advocate of the thesis that
Anthropogenic Climate Change is a conspiracy foisted on
to us by the IPCC and a cadre of climate scientists, has recently asked his supporters to help him get an academic,
who critiqued a recent talk of Monckton’s (which was
was riddled with distortions and outright fabrications),
fired. That’s pretty serious stuff; often conspiracy theorists
say they want to broaden the debate, but as soon as you
criticise their views they do their best to shut you down.
I’ve experienced this first hand when I criticised a talk by
the 9/11 conspiracy theorist Richard Gage. I suffered two
weeks of hate (e-)mail over that.

IS THERE A DANGER WHEN THE MAINSTREAM
MEDIA LENDS CREDIBILITY TO UNFOUNDED CONSPIRACIES?
Yes, if only because you so seldom see follow-up reports or
corrections. We can’t not report on conspiracy theories;
some of them will turn out to be true, but it would be
nice if a conspiracy theory is reported on, that we’re kept
informed about it, rather than what usually happens,
which is that we hear about it once and then never again.
The so-called “Climategate” scandal is a good example
of this; we heard an awful lot about how scandalous the
alleged behaviour of the climate scientists was but precious little about how all the independent reports have
exonarated them. The ACT Party has tried, along with the
New Zealand Climate Science Coalition, to tar NIWA with
the same brush, and whilst the media has been good at
reporting those allegations they haven’t been very good
at following up on those allegations and pointing out how
baseless they were.
WHAT’S THE MOST RIDICULOUS CONSPIRACY
THEORY YOU’VE HEARD TO DATE?
The plot of Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol is a close second
(the man can’t write, but in that book it also turned out
he also couldn’t organise an exciting plot twist either),
but the most ridiculous conspiracy theory I have heard
would have to be the claim that the Academic Left and
the Government of New Zealand are hiding the existence
of a Celtic people who used to occupy Aotearoa/Te Wai
Pounamu before the coming of the Măori. It’s ludicrous on
so many levels yet there and magazines like “Uncensored”
and “Invesitgate” have published pieces on it in recent
note. It seems that people outside the Ivory Tower think
we all just get along and that we aren’t all openly out to
harpoon each other’s research projects at the earliest possible convenience.
THERE’S QUITE AN INDUSTRY IN CONSPIRACY
THEORIES - ARE THESE PEOPLE GENUINE OR
ARE THEY JUST OUT TO MAKE A QUICK BUCK OFF
NAIVE PEOPLE?
I think most conspiracy theorists are genuine; they really
do think they are pointing out official malfesance and the
like. I’d like to think that there are only a handful people
who are deliberately out to fool the populace. I’ve always
said that if I really want to make money from studying
conspiracy theories, then finding a vaguely plausible one
and then mounting a defence of it would be the way to go,
but I suspect that isn’t a common sentiment at all. Well, I
hope it isn’t.
ARE THERE ANY WELL-KNOWN OR WIDELY ACCEPTED NEW ZEALAND CONSPIRACY THEORIES,
EXCEPT FOR SUZIE THE WAITRESS AT THE 1995
RUGBY WORLD CUP?
Well, in my home town of Devonport (I apologise for
being a Shore Boy) we have the North Head Tunnels
conspiracy theory, which claims that there is a hidden
network of tunnels deep within North Head, hiding rotting ammunition and precious Boeing aircraft. In the 80s
this conspiracy theory made the national media and the
Government even launched an enquiry into it. Actually,
North Head was the reaosn why I started this thesis; growing up in Devonport whilst the enquiry was going on gave
me a taste for conspiracy theories which seems to have
made me the man I am today.
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